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NDKIA  
Nokia 9000i Communicator

Frequently Asked Questions  
 

Mobile Phones

When and where will the Nokia 9000i Communicator be available in

USA? The product will be available in GSM1900 Networks (North American
GSM) during the 4th quarter of 1997. The price has yet to be determined.

Wireless Data

Warranty Is the Nokia 9000i Communicator a laptop PC? No, it is an integrated

RCQ'Sl'at'O“ digital communications tool. The Nokia 9000i Communicator runs its own
Customer Service Operating system, Geos 3.0. Nokia 9000i is the first fully integated

Dealer Search communications tool. It does not replace a PC, but it is a perfect companion
for it.

H 0 me What are the strategic measures of Nokia 9000i Communicator? See the
specifications of the Nokia 9000i Communicator.

Where will I get Internet Access Point in order to be able to use the
Internet application? You will get Internet Access Point from the major
Internet Access Providers in your country.

How can I use data services e.g. SMS and fax? First of all you have to
check if your operator does provide data services e.g. SMS. data and fax. In
order to activate these services you will have to contact your GSM network
operator.

Is it possible to connect from a Nokia 9000i Communicator to a PC and
vice versa? Yes it is possible to connect from a Nokia 9000i Communicator to
a PC with infrared (IrDA standard) or with the adapter cable DLR-1. In order to
do this you have to use Nserver program. which comes with the sales packet.

What drivers do I need in order to have the Nokia 9000i Communicator
and Windows 95 communicate via infrared? Download Windows infrared

drivers for Windows 95 from Microsoft (www.microsoft.com) and you will get
the device drivers from the diskette that comes with the sales packet.

Am I able to use the Nokia 9000i Communicator as a modem from my PC
or laptop? Yes, via infrared. Choose Fax Modem from System application.
Then check if the settings are correct and activate the Fax Modem.

Can I key in data while talking to the Nokia 9000i Communicator? Yes,
when using hands free option you are able to do that. NOTE! In the Nokia
9000i Communicator all the applications are running simultaneously.
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